Time AM to PM

Tasks

Description

8.00 AM

Take turkey out of the fridge

Ensure turkey is on a suitable
and large enough ovenproof
tray

9.15 AM

Put oven on

At required temperature i.e.
190C/170C Fan/ Gas 5 etc.

09.20 AM

Get Christmas pudding out of fridge Set up steamer or prep for how
it needs to be heated

10.00 AM

Put turkey in oven

1.30 PM

Get Veg out of fridge

Allow to warm before cooking

1.45PM

Put tray with oil in for roast
potatoes

Pre-heat the oil in the roasting
pan before adding the
potatoes.

1.50 PM

Put prepared potatoes on heated
tray and back in oven

2.00pm

Get vegetable ready to go on

Fill saucepans with just enough
water and bring to the boil.
Remember to save the water
for the gravy (if you are making
it fresh).

2.30pm

Turkey should be ready

Check for clear juices by
pushing skewer into the
meatiest part of the joint or
use a cooking temperature
gauge to check it is over 74C.

2.35pm

Put the Christmas pudding on if it
requires an hour to heat

Stand in a saucepan with
enough water to reach half way
up the side of the bowl.

2.40pm

Make gravy if you have not
prepared it

If pre-prepared ensure you get
it out of fridge earlier

3.00pm

Serve the Turkey, etc.

Eat

Whatever you decide to prepare for Christmas change the timings and temperatures according to t
have chosen. This is just an example and hopefully will help you with your planning for Christmas, c
according to your needs

Comments
Have plenty of the extra wide
foil available to cover the
turkey, if required.
Check temperature required
beforehand

Enjoy the rest of the morning!
If you have frozen the
vegetables as part of the precooking stage then get out of
freezer the day before.

If you are using a steamer
then stack and ensure water
in the base. Otherwise ensure
you have enough saucepans
for the veg.
Leave to rest well wrapped in
foil, you can also cover with
clean towels to keep the heat
in.

Use a smal flan ring as the
stand in the saucepan to avoid
the bowl touching the base of
the pan.

Enjoy!

to the recipes and menu you
as, change timings etc.

